One of the many rose
varietals in the garden.
Below: Sala Bianca, with
the original Oppenheim
crest on its fireplace.

DARLING
FLORENTINE

Elle McClure makes herself comfortable
at Villa Cora, a prized gem poised on a
hill above the Tuscan capital
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s you drive through Florence’s frescoed Porta
Romana gates — which belong to the 13th-century walls that bordered the old city — on the
edge of the Boboli Gardens and head past the
stately homes up the tree-lined Viale Machiavelle,
you can feel the buzz of the city below dull and
a sense of calm set in. Here sits Villa Cora, once an aristocratic
estate that hosted the likes of Grace Kelly and Tchaikovsky, now
The heated pool,
a 44-room hotel perched on the edge of a city so
Villino Eugenia behind.
beloved for its Renaissance history that it saw almost
“The
a million visitors in the first quarter of 2019 alone.
overarching
Villa Cora was built during Florence’s golden era,
at the tail end of the 1860s, as a gesture from Baron
feeling here is
Gustave Oppenheim (of the German-Jewish banking
dynasty) to his wife. A feat of neo-Renaissance
that you can and
design, Villa Oppenheim, as it was then known, was
should treat this
abandoned when the couple divorced, before being
bought by French empress Eugénie de Montijo, the
rather opulent
widow of Napoleon III. By the turn of the 20th
bolthole as your
century, the villa had again changed hands, to its
namesake family, the Coras, who welcomed a
home.”
and Moorish influences, felt most vividly in the
bourgeois mix of aristos and artists there.
The homestead now houses 29 rooms and suites over four floors, domed bar downstairs and the dining room, where sumptuously
while the former stables, which have evolved into the blush-hued patterned wallpaper meets jewel-toned velvet chairs and wood panelVillino Eugenia, boast a further 13. Furnishings hark back to their ling. The grand ballroom, in all its late-Baroque glory, is as impres19th-century beginnings — think four-poster beds, marble bath- sive as anything you’ll find in the city tourist attractions below.
rooms and heavy drapes — while the original floors remain
While very much a luxury hotel, Villa Cora forgoes musethroughout, as do the ceilings and several chandeliers. The walls um-like stuffiness for bona fide Italian hospitality, and the overarcontain an eclectic mix of stylings. Rococo is tempered by Byzantine ching feeling here is that you can and should treat this rather
opulent bolthole as your home. The common lounges are yours to
while away the time in, and the dining spaces change from indoors
Bellevue Roof Terrace
to out seasonally or simply according to your whim. During the
features a sky bar and lounge.
warmer months you can eat breakfast on the back patio, overlooking a private garden peppered with centenarian yews, holm
oaks and some 100 varieties of roses (Empress Eugénie was said to
have a penchant). While it’s just a short walk to the flocked-to vista
point of Piazzale Michelangelo, you’re far better off heading to the
hotel rooftop, sundowner in hand, for a singular view of the city
below, and the bucolic Tuscan hills that stretch beyond.
villacora.it

